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In the turbulent Rayleigh–Taylor instability, the light fluid penetrates the heavy fluid as bubbles with
a diameterDb and amplitudehb that grow self-similarlyDb~hb,abA gt2 where A is Atwood
number, g is acceleration, andt is time. Experiments measure an acceleration constantab

,0.04–0.08 whereas the highest resolution three-dimensional numerical simulations obtainab

,0.02–0.03 with idealized initial conditions. This paper reconciles this apparent discrepancy with
new simulations that quantify the importance of initial conditions onab. The results compare
favorably with experiments and a model based on self-similar bubble dynamics. ©2005 American
Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1871952g

I. INTRODUCTION

The Rayleigh–TaylorsRTd instability1 occurs when a
high densitysrHd fluid is accelerated or supported against
gravity by a low densitysrLd fluid. At small amplitudehk

,1/k, interfacial perturbations with wavenumberk=2p /l
grow as

hk = h0kcoshsGtd → h0k

2
expsGtd. s1d

The classical growth rate isG,ÎAkg, where A=srH

−rLd / srH+rLd is the Atwood number,g is the acceleration,
andt is time. In reality,G peaks at some wavenumberkp due
to various stabilizing processes at short scales.1–3 At large
amplitudehk.1/k, the “light” fluid penetrates the “heavy”
fluid as bubbles with a terminal velocity4–13 dhk/dt~Îg/k.
The complementary spikes of “heavy” fluid have a velocity
that increases withA. If the spectrum becomes turbulent
sbroadband and nonlineard, the dominant bubbles become
self-similar with a wavelengthlb~hb and the amplitude
grows as14–41

hb = abA gt2. s2d

There has been good agreement among theory, experi-
ments, and numerical simulationssNSd for G1–5 but not for
the growth constant ab. Experiments17–25 obtain ab

,0.04–0.08 whereas NS initialized with only short wave-
length perturbations26–31 obtain ab,0.03 with a variety of
numerical techniques. Less resolved NS32–36 with front-
tracking to reduce numerical diffusion and different initial
perturbations obtainab,0.04–0.08. Althoughab may de-

pend on the numerics, it is also possible that the differences
in ab are due to differences in the initial condi-
tions.14–16,28,31,39

These issues can be clarified by utilizing the two key
characteristics of RT bubbles, namely, thats1d their charac-
teristic velocity is proportional to that of a single
bubble4–15,34–39

Vb = FrÎrH − rL

rH

gDb

2
, s3d

where the constant Fr is the Froude number ands2d their
diameter grows self-similarlyDb~hb. Then, Eq.s3d yields
Eq. s2d with

ab =
Fr2

8

rH + rL

rH

Db

hb
. s4d

For A=1, potential flow models and experiments yield Fr
,0.5–2/3depending on the geometry.4–13,39These models
were extended toA,110–13,35 and tested with three-
dimensionals3-Dd simulations.42

There are two limiting ways for generating the succes-
sively longer wavelengths associated with self-similar
growth, namely, by the

s1d nonlinear coupling of saturated shorter wavelength
modes or

s2d exponential amplification and saturation of ambient
modes.

The first process is invoked in bubble merger
models34–38and leads to anab that depends primarily on the
merger rate since it determinesDb/hb. The associatedab is
insensitive to the initial conditions and perhaps universal be-
cause the merger process involves the nonlinear coupling of

ad
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saturated modes of intrinsic scalesshk,1/kd. In the second
process, the dominant modes are produced by the linear am-
plification and nonlinear saturation of ambient initial pertur-
bations. Since the linear growth is exponential,ab may de-
pend logarithmically on the initial conditions.14–16,28,31,39

In this paper, we clarify the importance of initial condi-
tions on ab by comparing new numerical simulations with
previous experimentsssummarized in Sec. IId and models for
self-similar bubble dynamicssSec. IIId. The simulations
sSec. IVd are performed with single modes to test Eq.s3d for
all A42 and a variety of broadband perturbations31 to calcu-
late ab. This is important becauseab is used to calibrate
engineering “mix” models26,40,41which calculate the perfor-
mance of applications like inertial confinement fusion.3 We
consider 3-D perturbations with a wavenumberk=Îkx

2+ky
2,

wherekx andky are the components transverse togẑ.

II. REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Early RT experiments2,5 were generally performed with
simple fluids in two dimensionss2-Dd with g,50g0sg0

=980 cm/s2d and exhibited good agreement with analytical
solutions for G. Laser-plasma experiments3 at g
,1011–1012g0 also agree well with theory and confirm that
ablation flow stabilizes short wavelength modes and inhibits
turbulent mixing.

Turbulent mixing experiments conducted in 3-D con-
firmed Eq.s2d. The “rocket rig”17,18experiments with immis-
cible fluids at g,50g0 obtained ab,0.063±12% over
0.23,A,1. Similar experiments20 at g.150g0 obtained
ab,0.07 whereas those on the Linear Electric Motor
sLEMd22–24 at g,70g0 obtainedab,0.05±10% over 0.15
,A,0.96. Experiments with miscible liquids atg=g0 ob-
tainedab,0.07±16%19,25 or greater.21 Combining these re-
sults yields an average valueab,0.063±12%.

The LEM experiments24 showed that the bubbles do in-
deed grow self-similarly withDb/hb,0.3s1+Ad±25%. A
similar analysis37,38 found Db/hb,0.3 for the “rocket rig”
experiments17,18 at A,0.9. By combining the measurements
of Db for the bubble ensemble with velocitydhb/dt from Eq.
s2d, it is possible to infer a value for the constant Fr from Eq.
s3d. Such an analysis yields Fr,0.88±0.15 for the LEM39

for 0.15,A,0.96 and Fr,1 for the “rocket rig” for A
.0.9.37,38 These values agree with Fr,1.1 obtained by
Lewis5 in RT experiments and Fr,1.2 obtained by Scorer6

for individual plumes.
The initial conditions in RT experiments are small and

difficult to measure but they were estimated39 by analyzing
early images on the LEM.22–24Those early perturbations are
only weakly nonlinear and can be projected back to the ori-
gin using the knownG in Eq. s1d. The resulting initial per-
turbations are found to increase withg in excess of the ther-
modynamic fluctuations and this suggests that they are
excitedin situ by vibrations. The experiments22–24 reporting
ab had g,30–100g0, initial wavenumbers of k
,25–45 cm−1, and a scaled root-mean-squaredsrmsd initial
amplitudesSec. IIId of kkh0kl=4±2.7310−4.

Finally, experiments atg=g0 sRefs. 19,21,25d used
physical barriers to segregate the liquids initially and they

obtained abù0.07 because the initial perturbations were
relatively large. They also found that 70%–80% of the un-
stable region was mixed at the molecular level and that only
,50% of the converted potential energy appeared as total
kinetic energysi.e., ,50% dissipationd. Remember, the ver-
tical component of the kinetic energy can be related toab

sRef. 30d and it can differ in 2-D and 3-D.

III. MODELS FOR SELF-SIMILAR BUBBLES

Estimates ofab have been made using models based on
the self-similar evolution of the single-mode solution and its
extension to multi-mode wavepackets. The models differ by
their description of self-similarity, which can occur in two
limiting ways as described in Sec. I. This section summarizes
the merger models based on non-linear mode-coupling and a
competition model based on the full single-mode solution.

A. Mode-coupling „merger … models

Merger models34–38 postulate that dominant bubbles
grow self-similarly by overtaking or assimilating their
smaller neighbors. They describe this process statistically
and obtain a value ofDb/hb sRefs. 37,38d or lb/hb sRefs.
34–36d to be used in Eqs.s3d and s4d. These models are
summarized below forA=1 where potential flowfEq. s3dg is
most valid and where there is no ambiguity in settingDb

=lb.
Glimm and collaborators37,38 develop a merger model

with two adjustable parameters. One parameter determines
the merger rate and it was adjusted to matchDb/hb,0.3
they inferred from the “rocket rig” experiments atA,0.9.
The second parameter Fr determines the terminal velocity in
Eq. s3d and must be set to,1.3 to obtain the observedab

,0.067. Since this value exceeds Fr,0.56 expected from
potential flow for periodic bubbles,7–9 they postulated an en-
velope instability in which bubbles in a chaotic array are
catapulted by their subordinated neighbors. They proposed
augmenting the single bubble velocity with the correspond-
ing velocity for a modulated envelope at 2lb so that Fr
,0.56s1+Î2d,1.35.

Shvarts and collaborators34–36 used Fr,0.56 for a peri-
odic potential flow but they obtainedab,0.05 by increasing
the merger rate so thatlb/hb,1.3 at A=1. Although this
aspect ratio exceeds theDb/hb,0.6 observed on the LEM, it
was justified on the basis that the leading bubbles are com-
prised of about half of those in the ensemble and, thus, the
streamlines in the “heavy” fluid have an effective wavelength
of 2–3Db.

Although implemented differently, both models use ef-
fective wavelengths that exceedDb in order to match the
observedab. This has some merit because RT bubbles are
not periodic, but the basis for a large Fr may not be related to
a chaotic process. Instead of tightly bounded bubbles, RT
bubbles in experiments22,24 and simulations30 appear more
like unbounded bubbles4,7 or plumes6 and they exhibit a Fr
,1 that exceeds the Fr,0.56 for a periodic array. This is
plausible physically because the velocity of the “heavy” fluid
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is smaller when the counterflow is more distributed and this
reduces the local drag on the bubbles. This is verified by
single mode simulations.43

The extension of these models toA,1 depends on how
the terminal bubble velocity varies withA. In Fig. 1, we
compare the results of potential flow models10–13slinesd with
those of high-resolution 3-D simulationsspointsd.42 The simu-
lations agree best with the model of Goncharov10 which ob-
tains

dhk

dt−
, FrÎ 2A

1 + A
g

l

2
s5d

with Fr=0.56. Equations5d is obtained from Eq.s3d by set-
ting Db=lb and is consistent with a buoyancy-drag model.35

The simulations42 also confirm that the radius of curvature is
independent ofA.10–12

B. Mode-competition model

Mode competition is defined as the linear amplification
and non-linear growth of independent ambient modes. This
can be describedsattributed to Fermi8d by transitioning from
the linear to the non-linear solutions when their time-
derivatives become equalsGhk⇒Vbd.14,15,30,39,42For a broad
spectrum of modes, the envelope of such solutions satisfies
Eq. s1d in a self-similar manner because the long wavelength
modes saturate with a larger amplitude and velocity than the
more linearly unstable short wavelength modes. However,
the single mode solutions must first be adapted to an en-
semble of RT bubbles and this can be done using the Haan
model.40

Haan40 suggested that an ensemble of bubbles could be
described as a wavepacket of modes whose envelopesmodes
added in quadratured obeyed the single mode solution for the
average wavelength. This was suggested earlier44 for the
beam-plasma instability in which a single mode grows expo-
nentially until the wave becomes large enough to trap the
beam electrons. With a finite band of modes,45 experiments
found that the total wave energysamplitudes added in
quadratured evolved identically to that of a single mode until

the electrons resolved the spectral spread. For the RT insta-
bility, Haan40 attributed the bubble amplitude to the rms am-
plitude of a multi-mode wavepacket

hb , khkl ; F L2

2p
E

k−dk

k+dk

dk8k8hk8
2 G1/2

, s6d

where L is the domain size. The effective width was
estimated39 to be dk,3k/8. Within this picture,hb evolves
like the single mode solution in which saturation occurs
whenkhkl becomes comparable to the mean wavelength, but
the individual mode amplitudes are smaller by the phase
space factorkL in 3-D, i.e.,hk~1/Lk2. This suppression was
observed directly in the beam-plasma instability.44,45

The single mode solution is adapted to the multi-mode
RT case by applying the Fermi transition8,40 to the wave-
packet as follows:

Ghb = FrÎAglb

1 + A
. s7d

The linearly most unstable modekp will saturate first with a
growth rateG,0.7ÎAkpg, but the longer wavelength modes
k,kp that dominate the later stages are nearly classical with
G,ÎAkg. These modes transition at an amplitude

kbhb , FrÎ 2p

1 + A
s8d

and a time

tNL ,
1

ÎAkbg
lnS2 FrÎ2p/s1 + Ad

kbkh0kl
D . s9d

For tù tNL, the solution grows with the terminal velocity,
namely, as

hb = FrÎ 2p

1 + A
F 1

kb
+ÎAg

kb
st − tNLdG . s10d

For a fixedkb, Eq. s10d resembles previous solutions14,15and
it agrees with 3-D single-mode simulations30,31 within ,1%
in the linear regime and within 21% in the nonlinear regime.
When this solution is plotted for many wavelengths,39 the
envelope satisfies Eq.s1d with successively longer wave-
length modes. Equations10d extends Birkhoff’s analysis14 to
A,1 and for an ensemble of bubbles instead of individual
modes.

Following Birkhoff,14 we seek the wavelength that maxi-
mizes hb by setting ]hb/]lb=0. This yields39 self-similar
growth lb~hb with

ab ,
Fr

4
Î 2p

1 + A
FlnS2 FrÎ2p/s1 + Ad

kbkh0kl
D − 1G−1

, s11d

and a self-similarity ratio

bb ;
lb

hb
,

Î2ps1 + Ad
Fr

FlnS2 FrÎ2p/s1 + Ad
kbkh0kl

D − 1G−1

.

s12d

The dependence ofab andbb on kkh0kl is shown in Fig. 2 for
A=0.5, Fr=0.49 and 0.82, anddk/k=3/8. Thebehavior can

FIG. 1. Scaled bubble velocity for single mode vs Atwood number. The
points are from 3-D simulations: circles are from Ref. 42 for two resolu-
tions, the squares are published results surveyed in Ref. 39 and the triangles
are from Ref. 30. The lines are various from the models of Abarzhi—Ref. 13
sdashedd, Goncharov—Ref. 10ssolidd, and Sohn—Ref. 11sdottedd.
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be understood by noting that the dominant modes are those
just beyond saturation. Since the time to saturationtNL de-
creases as the initial amplitude increases,ab andbb increase
with kh0kl, but only logarithmically because the initial
growth is exponential.ab increases with Fr because it in-
creases the bubble velocity butbb decreases with Fr because
a mode must be amplified further to reach the larger velocity.
ab andbb are insensitive todk/k because they depend only
logarithmically onkh0kl~Îdk/k.

The model predicts thatab and bb vary with Atwood
number as shown by the lines in Fig. 3 for Fr=0.82. Equa-
tions s11d and s12d indicate thatab decreases by 25% from
A=0 to 1 while bb increases by 50%. The LEM results24

spointsd suggest a smaller decrease inab and a larger in-
crease inbb, but there is considerable scatter in the data.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

The model and experimental results in Fig. 2 compare
favorably with the circles obtained with 3-D numerical simu-
lations using various Eulerian type codes.30 All codes are
forms of monotone-integrated large-eddy simulations in or-
der to treat the initial density discontinuity without generat-
ing spurious oscillations. At small amplitudes, the numerical
dissipation has been evaluated30 by comparing the calculated
exponential growth rate with the theoretical value with
viscosity.1

The codes are used to investigate the mode-coupling and
mode-competition limits by varying the initial perturbation
spectra as shown in Fig. 4. In the mode-coupling limit, the
wavelength of the dominant modes increases in time by the
nonlinear coupling of previously saturated shorter wave-

length modes. This can be investigated asymptotically by
imposing only short wavelength initial perturbations as
shown in Figs. 4sad and 4sbd. We adopt an annular spectrum
with modes 16–32 for simulations with 12831283256
zones and with 32–64 for those with 25632563512 zones.
In the mode-competition limit, self-similar growth occurs by
the exponential growth and saturation of successively longer
wavelength modes. This is investigated with broadband ini-
tial perturbations that have ak−2 envelope16 as shown in
Figs. 4scd and 4sdd. These simulations are performed with the

FIG. 2. Variation ofsad ab and sbd bb with scaled rms initial amplitude.
Lines are from model Eqs.s11d and s12d for Fr=0.82 ssolidd and 0.49
sdashedd. Circles are from 3-D simulations with annularsopend and k−2

ssolidd initial spectra. Grey regions are estimated for LEM experiments.

FIG. 3. Variation ofsad ab andsbd bb with Atwood number. Lines are from
model Eqs.s11d and s12d with Fr=0.82. Points are from LEM experiments
sRef. 24d.

FIG. 4. sColord. Initial perturbations for 3-D simulations with annularsad,
sbd andk−2 scd, sdd spectra:sad andscd are in real space andsbd andsdd are the
corresponding spectra in a logarithmic scale.
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incompressible codeRTI-3D
30 using 12831283256 zones.

In both limits, the individual modal amplitudes and phases
are chosen randomly within the prescribed envelope.

The temporal evolution ofhb is shown in Fig. 5 for
different amplitudes. The dimensions are scaled to the width
of the domainL. The initial growth always depends on the
initial conditions because the evolution is transitioning from
the linear to nonlinear regimes. We are interested in the later
stage because it is most representative of an asymptotic limit
and this is characterized here byab;]hb/]Agt2. As the ini-
tial amplitude increases, the asymptotic slopesabd increases
slightly but only for the broadband initial spectra.

The simulation results are summarized in Fig. 2. The
simulations with the annular initial spectrumsopen circlesd
are insensitive to the initial amplitude. The closed circles
representing the simulations with broadband initial perturba-
tions indicate a logarithmic increase inab with initial ampli-
tude in agreement with the model. There is also reasonable
agreement in the self-similarity ratiobb except at large
kkh0kl=0.05, and this is not yet understood. Both sets of
simulations30,31 also find a molecular mixing ratio of,75%
and a kinetic energy,50% of the potential energy in good
agreement with experiments.21,25

The model in Sec. III B is incomplete when there is a
significant amount of entrainment or molecular mixing such
as is evident in previous NS.26–31,33In Fig. 6, we show late-
time density slices for two simulations done with broadband
initial perturbations andrH=3 g/cc sblackd and rL=1 g/cc
swhited. The leading bubbles exhibit significant entrainment
since they appear grey and they have an average density of
rb,2.2 g/cc for kkh0kl=0.04 andrb,2.6 g/cc for kkh0kl
=1.1310−5. The bubble densification can be incorporated
into the equations in Sec. III B by replacingrL with rb as
follows:

Fr ⇒ FrÎrH − rb

rH − rL
. s13d

The entrainment co-factor is,0.63 forkkh0kl=0.04 and 0.45
for kkh0kl=1.1310−5. The simulations in Fig. 2 find that the
entrainment srbd decreases askkh0kl increases and that
causes a corresponding increase inab relative to Eqs.s11d
and s12d. Entrainment may be responsible for slight differ-
ences in Fig. 2 between immiscible LEM experiments and
miscible simulations,31 but this requires further study.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have summarized experiments, models, and new
simulations that reconcile apparent discrepancies in the tur-
bulent RT growth constantab and clarify the importance of
the initial interfacial perturbations and the consequent en-
trainment or molecular mixing.

Turbulent RT experiments yield a consistent set of data
including ab,0.063±12%,Db/hb,0.3s1+Ad±25%, a mo-
lecular mixing fraction of 70%–80%, and an energy dissipa-
tion of ,50% of the converted potential energy. These re-
sults indicate that RT bubbles exhibit a Fr,1 in Eq. s2d in
excess of 0.56 expected from a periodic potential flowsSec.
III d. The initial perturbations are estimated to have a scaled
rms amplitude ofkkh0kl=4±2.7310−4 on the LEM and per-
haps larger in other experiments.19,21,25

A value of ab can be estimated from models based on
the self-similar evolution of the single-mode solution and its
extension to a multi-mode wavepacket. The models differ by
their description of self-similarity, which can occur in two
limiting ways, namely, by the non-linear coupling of satu-
rated bubblessmergerd and by the amplification and satura-
tion of ambient modesscompetitiond.

Numerical simulations designed to investigate the mode-
coupling and mode-competition limits support the model cal-
culations and suggest that entrainment or molecular mixing
is also important. Such mixing is inherent to mode-coupling
because it produces both longer and shorter wavelength
modes and the latter are prone to more diffusion. This can be
characterized with an effective bubble densityrb that de-
creases torL askkh0kl increases for broadband initial pertur-
bations.

In summary, our results are able to reconcile apparent
discrepancies between experiments and simulations by
showing howab andbb depend on initial perturbations and
the turbulent entrainment. In the future, it would be helpful

FIG. 6. Density slices from 3-D simulations withk−2 initial spectra.sad
kkh0kl=1.1310−5 andAgt2/L=32 andsbd kkh0kl=0.04 andAgt2/L=9.

FIG. 5. Bubble amplitudes vs scaled distance from 3-D simulations withsad
k−2 and sbd annular initial spectra at various rms initial amplitudes.
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for experiments and simulations to vary the initial perturba-
tions and compare miscible and immiscible fluids.
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